DDA FEATURES
Security Through Innovation

Entrotec are specialist manufacturers of door entry systems with Equality Act 2010 (DDA) features. This legislation imposes a
duty on landlords and management companies to ensure that people with disabilities are not disadvantaged at the point of
entry to premises.
We provide Local Authorities, Housing Associations and New Development projects with a wide range of solutions in order to
ensure door entry systems are Equality Act 2010 (DDA) compliant.

Standard English Braille (Grade II)
..................................................................................................................................

On functional panels with Pressure Sensitive Buttons braille can be engraved
below the button with the number engraved on the button.
On functional panels with Vandal Resistant Buttons braille can be engraved below
each button with the number engraved to the left.
On digital style panels buttons are laid out as a
standard telephone keypad with number “5"
incorporating a pimple.
Braille “Call” and “Cancel” buttons are fitted left
and right of the “0" button.
Digital style panels can include an illuminated backlit
digital keypad for enhanced visibility.
Braille instructions and block name are also available.

Call Buttons with Contrasting Yellow Ring

..................................................................................................................................
All Entrotec call buttons have a yellow contrasting ring engraved for enhanced visibility and to
distinguish the stainless steel of the call buttons to that of the panel.
We can offer Pressure Sensitive Buttons and Vandal Resistant Buttons.
Pressure Sensitive Buttons (PSB’s) have a large diameter and no moving parts.
PSB’s are fully tested to IP68 and tested to over 50,000,000 operations.
Vandal Resistant Buttons (VRB’s) have a robust design offering added protection against
vandalism yet still offer reliable tactile feedback of input.
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Entrotec can engrave standard English braille (grade II) on call panels to aid
visually impaired users.
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Illuminated LCD Text Display
..................................................................................................................................
An illuminated LCD text message display is fitted to digital style call panels
and functional where required.
This feature provides a clear visual indicator of call progress and system
operation.

Welcome message/Instructions, “Calling”, “Speak Now”, “Door Open”,
“System Busy”

Speaker Amp Grill
..................................................................................................................................
The speaker amp grill on our door panels provides distinct and clear
two-way audio with a pictorial symbol to distinguish location.
Delivers an audio indication of calling with an adjustable volume controlled
reassurance tone and a door open tone.
Voice annunciation of button presses and call progress also available.

Contrasting Proximity Reader
..................................................................................................................................
Entrotec have a range of proximity readers available each protected by a
bright yellow polycarbonate lexan window to enhance contrast with the
stainless steel of our door panels to aid visually impaired users.
Our proximity readers also include a raised tactile key symbol in order to
distinguish its location.
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Interactive messages include:
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DDA Door Entry Accessories
..................................................................................................................................
Entrotec can also supply a range of DDA system accessories in addition to our door panel features to
complement your projects requirements.

Panel Mount Cameras are available as well a dome cameras to provide a detailed view
of full door entrance area for residents.
A beacon with an amber xenon strobe light to aid
hearing impaired users and a sounder with integrated LED’s
for visually impaired users are available to indicate to a resident when a handset is ringing.
Our Push to Exit buttons include a yellow ring for DDA compliance and an illuminated LED
button version is also available.

Induction Loops can be fitted above the door panel for use with a hearing aid
switched to the “T” position allowing the visitor to hear amplified speech.
Handset Inductive Couplers are also available replacing a handset speaker for use
with a hearing aid switched to the “T” position allowing the resident to hear
amplified speech.

Entrotec Ltd

..................................................................................................................................
Experience
Entrotec has over 25 years of experience in the design and manufacture of vandal resistant Door Entry Systems.
Warranty
Entrotec systems are renowned for their reliability and have a 2 year warranty on all Entrotec Manufactured
products as standard.
Support
If you would like to discuss how we can help you meet DDA requirements, view a sample panel or find out more
about our products please contact us.
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All Entrotec handsets are DDA compliant with large pictorial symbols and buttons.
Our handsets are available with hooks that aid users with disabilities to lift the handset
and answer calls.

